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30 days

Nest Aware
$6/month

$60/year (save $12 annually) $120/year (save $24 annually)

$12/month

Nest Aware Plus

60 days 10 days

Activity zones

Choose impo ant areas and get ale s when something happens there.3

Create and share clips

Send clips from your video history to friends or family.

Emergency calling

Contact your local 911 call center right from the Google Home app.4

Includes all the Nest cameras, speakers, and displays in your home. 

of 24/7 video history

Intelligent ale s

Get ale s when your Nest devices detect a person or sounds.1

Camera
Familiar face2 
Package delivery

Camera sounds
Person talking 
Dog barking

Speaker sounds
Smoke alarm 
Glass breaking

1. Some features, including mobile notications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi.

2. Not available on Nest Cams used in Illinois.

3. Only available with Nest Cams, Nest Hello video doorbell, and Nest Hub Max.

4. This feature is available in the US and in English only and is dependent upon network connectivity and other factors and may not be available 
in all areas. Wireless devices may not be reliable for emergency communications. The 911 feature will connect you with the 911 call center 
covering the home address you provide during setup of this feature.

1. Includes all the Nest cameras, speakers, and displays in the same home. 

Nest cameras already include motion and sound 
ale s. With Nest Aware, you’ll get intelligent 
ale s – just choose the ones that maer.

Ale s for the impo ant stu.

With Nest Aware, you can watch event clips to 
catch what happened at home. Nest Aware 
Plus lets you scan through 10 days of 24/7 
video history – not just clips.

See what you missed.

Two subscription plans.

Choose Nest Aware or Nest Aware Plus. 
Nest Aware comes with 30 days of event 
video history. Nest Aware Plus comes with 
60 days of event history, with 10 days of 
24/7 video history.

Nest Aware subscriptions sta at just $6 a month 
for all your Nest cameras, speakers, and displays, 
including the Nest Hello video doorbell.1

One price for your whole home.

Don’t miss a thing with Nest Aware.


